Review of
Reims-Cessna F-406 Caravan II
Created by Carenado

The Reims F-406 Caravan II is a twin turboprop, non-pressurized, low wing, civilian and military light
utility aircraft produced by Reims Aviation Industry (today GECI) in cooperation with Cessna since
1983.
The passenger version features an up-to 14 seats configuration or an 8 seats configuration if used as a
VIP/executive whereas the cargo version only has the pilot seats and have a nominal maximum payload
of about 2,200kg. To increase the cargo capacity a 1.3m3 cargo pod can be added to the aircraft and
placed on the belly similar to the Cessna C208B.
It is developed from the Cessna 404 Titan with components from the Cessna 425, the wing design is
from the Cessna 441 and the engines are two Pratt & Whitney Canada turboprops PT6A-112 reverseflow axial-centrifugal each featuring 500 horse powers (373 kW). Both engines drive a McCauley 3bladed reversible-pitch fully feathering, all-metal propeller. In 2014 Continental Motors Inc. partnered
with ASI Innovation to purchase the rights to the F406 trying to restart the production including a
version featuring a brand new diesel piston engine.

General Information & Aircraft Specs











Produced by
National Origin
First Flight
Introduction
Role
Produced
Built
Developed from
Status

Reims Aviation
France/United States
22nd of September 1983
1985
Twin engine utility aircraft
1983 – 2013
85
Cessna C404 Titan
In Service











Crew
Capacity
Length
Height
Wingspan
Wing Area
Empty Weight
MTOW
Power Plant

2
12 passengers
11.89 m (39 ft 0 in)
4.01 m (13 ft 2 in)
15.08 m (49 ft 53/4 in)
23.50 m2 (253 ft2)
2,283 kg (5,033 lb)
4,468 kg (9,850 lb)
2x Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-112 turboprop







Max Speed
Cruise Speed
Range
Service Ceiling
Rate of Climb

424 km/h (263 mph)
260 km/h (160 mph)
2,135 km (1,327 miles)
9,145 m (30,000 ft)
9.4 m/s (1,850 ft/min)

Purchase, Download and Installation

I purchased this aircraft through www.FSPilotShop.com and the purchase and download went perfectly
and without any issues. The name of the download file is CAR-630; the size of the file is app. 402Mb
and requires 805Mb of free HDD space for the installation. The complete download only took a few
minutes since the connection to the download server was very good.
The installation was also very quickly completed – the installation wizard features an auto-find-FSX so
I did not even have to select the correct directory. Also included is an installer for both FSX, P3D v2
and P3D v3. The complete installation only took 45 seconds after I selected the installer for FSX and
applied the required license key - quick and easy. The version that I have installed and tested is the
current version v1.1.
Included in the installation are several docs mostly in PDF format (a few as txt docs) containing a user
guide for the GNS530, a manual for the EFD1000, Recommended settings, a manual for the weather
radar and various procedures, references and performance tables.

There are no additional external programs included to support the add-on however, there is a
configuration manager included that can be found as a function when selecting the 2D cockpit. With
this configuration manager you can select your preferred setup and e.g. select weather you would like
to do a cold and dark startup or if the aircraft as default should be ready for taxi etc. This I find to be a
very nice detail since I often prefer to do the cold and dark startup to increase my experience of the
aircraft. You also here control the cargo pod on/off, the various doors and the details of static elements
as the nose wheel bar/roller etc.

There is also a built-in integration with the payware Flight1 GTN750 and the Reality XP GNS530 but
they both require that you buy these separately – since I do not own neither of these I have been unable
to include that feature in my test and review.
After the installation was completed, I checked my virtual hangar to verify that the installation had
completed with success. I found that the aircraft was perfectly placed in the dropdown menu under the
selection Carenado.
There is one model with 5 liveries included together with a blank livery for livery designers. All
liveries have unique images in the virtual hangar, which makes it easier to select the aircraft that you
wish to take for a flight.
The add-on does affect the loading time with additional 30 seconds or so – I assume this is because of
the high quality textures, the many details and the overall complexity of the aircraft.

The EFD1000 and the Garmin GNS530 manuals are not detailed and comprehensive manuals of how
to use the instruments, but instead just a simple overview of what the functions are for the different
buttons on each instrument. If you just want to take the aircraft for a VFR flight without any specific
navigation then these manuals are fair and provide a general overview of the functions available,
however if you like to do specific navigational flights, then I would recommend finding a more detailed
description or user guide on the internet instead.

The weather radar that is included in the FSX version also has a short manual included describing the
basic functionality of the radar. The instrument is used to scan the density of the clouds ahead with a
default scan setting of 4,000’ below and 3,000’ above the aircrafts current altitude. This can however
be changed with the tilt function so that the area to be scanned are e.g. raised to 2,000’ below and
5,000’ above the aircrafts current altitude – this is a very nice detail but in all fairness not a function
that I normally uses on my everyday flights.

External

Looking at the exterior of the model quickly gave me a good feeling of yet another high quality add-on
aircraft, and the F406 certainly meets the high standards that I would expect to find of add-ons
developed by Carenado.
The model is as always from Carenado, created with an eye for the details and absolutely resembles the
real F406 of which I found several images around the internet for comparison. The aircraft is created
with a high accuracy and a high realism sense and is certainly very true to the real life F406.
The aircraft features high quality textures as well as a huge number of various specific details. That this
aircraft resembles the C-404 Titan and the C-441 Conquest II is very easy to see especially just looking
at the nose and airframe – a very slim line and aerodynamic aircraft with a unique nose section and a
tail with a very distinctive V-shape.
When looking at the fuselage and the wings you can even see all the small rivets as well as reflections
in accordance with the sunlight and position of the camera – very nice details that certainly adds to an
increased experience of the aircraft.
There are also lots of various animations such as primary flight controls (elevator, ailerons and rudder)
together with flaps, gear, gear suspension, wheels rolling, nose wheel turning and the various doors for
e.g. the pilot, the passengers, the cargo pod and the engine etc. All animations are created very realistic
and with a smooth motion. One animation was however missing – well in my opinion anyway; the
animation for the change of pitch angle for the propellers, they were unfortunately static.
Included in the model are also a few effects as e.g. the lights. The light are placed accurately according
to the images that I could find on the internet of the real F406 and are of a fair quality with a clear and
bright shine. In addition, the model also features a propeller effect which is fair and do resemble a real
propeller turning – however, the effect is not awesome but still fair quality.
Additionally the model also features the reverse thrusters and the effect from applying the reverse
thrusters are noticeable and absolutely helps slowing down the aircraft on the landing roll. They can
also be used to make the aircraft go backwards in the simulator, but if that is true in real life I am not
sure. It might be correct but to actually do that in real life would mean that the power generated would
be sufficient to move the entire aircrafts weight from a standstill – I could have my doubts…

Internal

The F406 add-on unfortunately only features a virtual cockpit (3D) and no 2D cockpit. I know that
many still uses the 2D cockpit so I had hoped to see one included even though I am a virtual cockpit
guy myself.
The virtual cockpit features the entire cockpit as well as the cabin and the quality is high as I would
have expected. The cockpit panels layout is very realistic and well in accordance with the pictures that I
could find of the real F406 cockpit panel. It features the Aspen Avionics EFD1000 as a primary flight
display (PFD), the standard Garmin GNS530 GPS as default together with the Bendix/King Weather
Radar and various engine and backup gauges. All gauges and systems are very realistic and you have
the opportunity as a simmer to implement an external payware variant of the GNS530 from Reality XP
or upgrade to Flight1’s GTN750 which indeed is a nice detail to increase the complexity and the
experience of the aircraft.
The depth performance is very realistic, the textures are high quality textures, the accuracy of the
gauges are excellent and the finish is superb, it feels very real sitting in the cockpit, powering up the
engines and taking the aircraft up for a flight – only one thing is missing from creating the perfect
atmosphere and that is the smell of fuel when the engines are powering up. The reflections from the
sunlight etc. onto the cockpit panel are very good and I also like the detail with the tiny scratches there
are on the windows – everything just adds to an increased realism.
There are not that many effects in the virtual cockpit other than the general internal lights which are of
a good quality with a realistic shine over the various gauges etc. There are however a huge number of
various animations such as controls, engine levers, toggle switches, buttons, trims wheels, armrest
up/down, door, small pilot window in both sides open/close etc. All animations are of a good quality
and with a smooth motion as the animations on the model itself.
The virtual cabin is also created with fine details and with high quality textures. The cabin looks very
authentic but overall I find the cabin to be slightly below average for a Carenado aircraft.

Sound

The sound set included is a good quality sound set covering both engines with startup to shutdown and
all rpm settings in between. Also covered is the sound when feathering the propellers and the reverse
thrusters. Additionally there are of course also included a variety of environmental sounds as flaps and
gear up/down, doors open close, overspeed warning, idle throttle setting without gear and flaps down
warning, various chimes, wheels rotating together with cockpit shakes sounds when performing takeoff
or landing roll. I also noticed the sound of the wind passing by when opening the small side windows
as per real life – that was a nice surprise!
In general the sound set is a twin turboprop sound set in good quality with a clear and realistic sound –
however I do not find the sound set to be unique since it more or less sounds exactly like the Carenado
Beech B200 and Beech C90B – however this do actually make sense because both the B200 and the
C90B also uses the Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6 engine series. The sound set certainly fits the model
and the sound set is a vital part in creating a very realistic atmosphere when flying this aircraft.
I tested the sound in both ordinary stereo, 2.1 stereo with front speakers including an active sub and
also in a complete 7.1 surround sound – the sound set works beautifully in all settings and there is a
clear difference in hearing the sound of the engines in front of the aircraft compared to the back of the
aircrafts and again to the cockpit and virtual cabin.

Flight Dynamics and Characteristics

Flight dynamics is a rather difficult test especially since I have never flown this specific aircraft in real
life, but when looking at the size of the aircraft, the manufacturer and the general specs I do have a
good guess of how it should handle.
Ground handling is quite easy and you quickly get a feeling of the aircraft and how responsive the nose
wheel and wheel brakes are. Remember this is a turboprop that also reacts like turboprops or jets with a
delay in throttling up/down so you have to plan ahead – well, this of course also applies when flying a
landing pattern and especially during the final part of the landing just before touchdown.
I also tested the wheel brakes for engine warm up and tested if the brakes could hold the aircraft even
with full throttle applied – no problem, the brakes are very efficient.
The engines are very powerful and the takeoff roll is rather short which is nice. When the aircraft lifted
off the ground I immediately felt the aircraft come alive. The elevator and ailerons are very smooth and
effective with a quick response, but still the aircraft is very easy to control and flies completely steady
if trimmed properly.
Flying the F406 manually is easy but the aircraft also features an autopilot which only makes things a
whole lot more easier again. The autopilot has an ALT hold function, a heading function that is
controlled by the setting on the PFD (EDF1000), a Flight Director that also appears on the PFD and an
Autopilot on/off control switch; the autopilot is very easy to use and nicely releases the pilot for the
potential overload from manual flight in controlled airspace.
When selecting the cargo pod it is stated that applying the pod will impact the flight dynamics so this
was of course something that I just had to test. In regards of flying the aircraft including takeoff and
landing I really couldn’t feel any difference, however looking at the KIAS with and without the pod
actually gave a difference in the KIAS. This test was completed at 10,500’ of altitude, full throttle and
with 1900 rpm’s on each engine giving me a KIAS of 203 knots with pod and 210 knots without –
excellent detail! Only one thing though, and that was the fuel flow which was stated to be 304 lb/hr on
each engine with that setting but the fuel flow gauges was showing 340 lb/hr on each engine – that was
a little of the specs unfortunately.
I also tested the max KIAS and that perfectly followed the red and white barber pole – when crossing
the barber pole the over speed warning was automatically activated.
Next test was the service ceiling which is stated to be 30,000’ of altitude – I climbed the aircraft to a
total altitude of 33,140’ but that said, my pitch angle at the top altitude was 10-15 degrees nose up and

the aircraft was almost uncontrollable, so I would say this flight dynamics was fairly within the limits
of the specs.
As always I also wanted to try out stalling the aircraft just to see how it would react. I did not find any
real life specs or descriptions of what or how the aircraft would be to handle, but what I found was that
during a straight out stall with a pitch angle of 20 degrees nose up, the nose simply just lowered and the
aircraft gained airspeed again – there were no rumbling sounds and no shakes in neither the aircraft, the
controls or the panels which I had hoped for.
Secondly I also tested the stall during a turn with a bank angel of 45 degrees and pitch angle with again
20 degrees nose up and got the exact same outcome. Now I set up another stall but this time more
aggressive with a bank angle of 45 degrees but with a pitch angle of 65 degrees nose up and then
completely let go of the controls. The result was something similar to a flat spin that would not autorecover, but if that was actually the aircrafts flight dynamics or just simply the FSX default outcome I
am a little uncertain. Anyway in general I didn’t find the stalls to be that realistic and it is a minus that
there were no rumbling sounds or shakes etc. - however the stall warning worked perfectly.

Conclusion

The Reims-Cessna F406 Caravan II add-on created by Carenado is yet another excellent add-on from
the developers at Carenado. The add-on features one model covered with high quality textures, a huge
number of realistic animations and a high level of details which makes the aircraft pure eye candy.
There is a complete virtual cockpit included together with an integrated virtual cabin, both created with
high quality textures, a superb depth performance and a realistic finish. The virtual cockpit is certainly
very detailed and features the Aspen Avionics EFD1000 as primary flight display together with the
standard Garmin GNS530 as default and the Bendix/King Weather Radar for the FSX version. The
virtual cockpit is filled with high quality animations and working systems and certainly provides the
simmer with a very realistic environment. Unfortunately no 2D cockpit included.
As a simmer you get the opportunity to select your preferred default setting of the aircraft as e.g.
default cold and dark start up or ready for taxi. You can also select if the aircraft should feature the
added cargo pod or if it should be a clean configuration.
The flight dynamics are very realistic and well in accordance with the specs and I certainly was very
positively surprised that adding the cargo pod to the aircraft, actually gave me a difference in flight
dynamics. Excellent detail!
The sound set is a very realistic sound set of the PT6A turboprop engines also used for the Carenado
C90B and B200. The sound set covers all settings of the engines as well as the various chimes and
environmental sounds, all created in a high quality which absolutely added greatly to an increased
realistic atmosphere.
I did not find any negative impact on my frame rates and could easily with an almost maxed out default
FSX setup get app. 40-50 fps. If you like twin turboprop aircraft like the C90B or B200/350 or similar,
then this aircraft is certainly a must have in your virtual hangar.
I want to thank Carenado for creating yet another excellent aircraft that certainly provides the simmer
with a great and very realistic environment and flight experience. The F406 scores a beautiful 4.70 out
of 5.00 and I would certainly recommend my fellow simmers to get this bird.
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Technical Requirements









Windows XP with SP3 installed, Vista or Win7 (32 or 64 bit)
FSX with SP1 and SP2 or Acceleration Pack installed
Lockheed Martin P3D v2.5 or v3.0+
Pentium 3GHz or similar/better
Minimum 2Gb RAM (Recommended 4Gb RAM)
512Mb Graphics Card
805Mb available hard disk space
Active internet connection (only required for installation)

Review Computer Specifications












Windows 10 (64-bit)
FSX + Acceleration Pack installed
Intel Core™ i7-4790K 4x4.00GHz (Turbo 4x4.40GHz)
Asus Maximus VII Ranger (ROG-series)
Antec Kuhler H20 650 Water Cooler
Kingston HyperX Beast-series 32Gb DDR3-2133 RAM
500Gb Samsung 850 EVO SSD
3Tb Seagate Barracura (7200rpm, 6Gb/s)
Asus GeForce GTX 980 Strix OC 4Gb
150/150Mbit Fiber Internet Connection
REX Overdrive for FSX

